Abstract-As an important component of the smart grid, smart substations adopt the optical fiber as the main feature to replace the traditional cable communication network. Therefore, it is very important to research the key equipment switch technology of the smart substation network. This article first compares and summarizes the technical specifications and Changes in standards of switches in smart substations and the technical characteristics of each stage. Secondly, the latest performance requirements of the switch are analyzed. Then from the perspective of function realization, we discussed the key technologies that support the development of switches. Finally, the key research points and research prospects of smart substation network switch technology are summarized and prospected.
Installation requirements The corresponding specifications include: installation location, outlet mode, and protection level.
The corresponding specifications for technical services include: Technical documents, information to be provided, and technical cooperation.
B. Second-generation Smart Substation Switch Technical
Specifications Change According to the use situation, the interface, performance, electromagnetic compatibility, environment, function and other requirements are standardized on the basis of industrial Ethernet switches, and how to test is specified. Main features: The choice of parameters (insulation performance, working conditions, product structure, electromagnetic compatibility) is significantly different from that of industrial switches, and the requirements of switches are higher. Due to the nature of power services, POE power supply, routing, Layer 3 multicast, and half duplex are not specified. Mode, clock interface and other unnecessary parts of the power system, thereby reducing product costs, simplifying the application of the equipment. technical parameters required for the power system such as delay, suppression, security, network storm, outlet mode, multiport mirroring, power supply Terminals and other mandatory requirements. Based on the first-generation switch technology, the default settings for the smart substation switch have been added as shown in Table I . Based on the first generation, the network management model was added to support the DL/T 860 specification and the Simple Network Time Protocol (SNMP) 2nd edition. The network management supports network topology discovery, device basic information, and working status identification. Log upload, port data volume statistics, and exception alarms. Support configuration file import and export, support Web page configuration to facilitate project debugging, have self-diagnostic function, and can output device self-test information. 
C. Third Generation Intelligent Substation Switch Technical Specifications
On the basis of the second generation, the device appearance and interfaces are added. For example, an indicator lamp is added to an array of over-limit warning lights. configuration file normative requirements and configuration files are automatically imported and exported [6] . information models and communication services such as regulations are perfect The self-describing capability uses the MMS mechanism to communicate with the monitoring host or network analysis device. The coherent information is sent directly through the MMS port, using Association, Release, and Abort services. Version management, device naming The device type, the number of fast communications interfaces, and the number of gigabit communications interfaces are composed of three parts, as shown in Figure I: ABC─XXX─XX─XX─V1.00 XXXXXX XXXX Removed the requirements for SNMP. Added log requirements. For example, logs are divided into system logs and alarm logs. System logs record configuration and management information. Alarm logs record events such as restarts and alarms. Log requests are accurate to seconds. Logs are required at least. 1000 pieces of information can be stored and can be automatically overridden. network management, for example, you can set the initial IP address of the switch, login account and password. multiple mirrored ports, multicast traffic control, switch delay accumulation function, for example, according to the multicast MAC address automatically Identify different multicast groups and perform traffic control according to the set thresholds to avoid the adverse impact of abnormal multicast on the substation network. [7] The process layer switch should support the cumulative delay accumulation function of SV data frames. The switching delay cumulatively uses 4 reserved bytes in the SV data frame. The frame format is shown in Table II: communication abnormality, device power failure Information and other self-inspection information can be browsed and uploaded. the timekeeping method and time accuracy are modified. for example, the SNTP time synchronization accuracy rule should be less than 10ms, and the accurate network synchronization clock-to-clock protocol is supported. If the switch is used as a transparent clock, the The time synchronization accuracy error should be less than 200ns. 
III. SMART SUBSTATION SWITCH PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The status of the switch in the network is very important. Its performance is directly related to the security and stability of the network. The technology of intelligent substation network switches has been constantly improved. As the environment becomes more and more severe, its updates are also gradually accelerating and the performance has also been greatly improved. The performance indicators based on the latest smart station switch standard analysis are as follows:  Total throughput: Refers to the switch's ability to forward packets.  Address cache capability: The maximum number of MAC addresses that the switch can learn.  Address learning rate: It refers to the switch learning rate of MAC address.  Store-and-forward delay: It refers to the difference between the time when the first bit of the data frame occurs at the output port of the device and the arrival time of the last bit of data at the input port of the device.  Delay jitter: Immediate delay changes.  Frame loss rate: Refers to the value of the number of lost service frames compared to the total number of service frames sent in the interval t.  Back-to-back frame: Refers to the number of data frames that can be transmitted at the maximum fixed length at the minimum frame interval. Electromagnetic compatibility (anti-interference and radio disturbance limit).
Switch performance indicators have a direct impact on device reliability, such as measurement and control, protection, etc. Therefore, the switch needs to meet the requirements of the process layer on EMC, mechanical performance and environment, and also on the functional requirements of the frame loss rate, throughput, group The performance indicators such as broadcast management and transmission delays are in line with the requirements of the process layer [8] . For the switch, the relationship between its performance and various indicators is not exactly the same, so the performance analysis of the switch cannot be compared from the surface alone, and it needs to be quantified, which may give a valuable reference. It is worth mentioning that because there are many indicators mentioned in the specification and the impact on performance is uneven, it is necessary to classify and purposefully select these indicators in order to achieve optimal results when performing performance analysis.
IV. KEY TECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION OF SWITCH FUNCTION

A. Port Speed Limit
LAN speed control and Internet traffic management are generally implemented through the port speed limit of the switch. When the LR (Load Runner) performance test method is used to test devices in a private network, the LR is based on the token bucket. Traffic measurement and control are performed. Token Buckets and Leaky Buckets are two
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commonly used current limiting algorithms [9] . The literature [10] analyzes how to implement traffic restrictions from the perspective of CAP (Content-aware processor). Literature [11] proposes a dynamic shared speed limit (DMS) algorithm. The shared speed limit channel is used simultaneously for multiple streams. It is applicable to limited hardware resources. The speed limit channel is determined, and the number of streams requiring rate limiting is more than the rate limiting channel. Some researchers implement flow control based on the flow control method of the target MAC address [12] , and combine the edge port input flow restriction and static multicast management to control the network traffic at the process level. The effect is also obvious [13] .
B. Virtual Local Area Network (IEEE802.1Q VLAN)
In smart substations, switch VLANs are commonly used to implement network packet filtering. Therefore, Li Zhijian et al. proposed a method of VLAN ID allocation and distribution, which makes the VLAN ID readable and beneficial to engineering applications [14] . The VLAN division modes are port-based VLAN, MAC address-based VLAN, route-based VLAN, and policy-based VLAN. Commonly there are voltagelevel, function-based process-level network VLAN divisions. Ding Jinjin et al. according to transmission protocols and VLAN technologies, refer to process-level network VLAN division methods based on voltage level and IED [15] , and literature [16] discusses The optimization and configuration of PVID, VID, and IP are based on the differences between devices in different voltage levels in the station to implement reasonable VLAN division.
C. Absolute Priority
A major feature of smart substations is the use of optical fibers instead of traditional cables. In the case of switches using Fibre Channel, a three-level priority strategy is designed. The VOQ (Virtual Output Queue) mechanism and Crossbar distribution are described for the input ports. The important technologies such as the scheduling of the structured structure and the control of the output ports enable high-priority data to be scheduled and output as quickly as possible [17] .
D. Storm Suppression
In the early stage of the construction of smart substations, the switch adopts advanced technologies and strengthens management during the later period of maintenance to reduce the occurrence of network storms. At present, GMRP is generally used, hardware Hash, VLAN filtering, packet typebased filtering, and feature filtering are used at the end of the device [18] . Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or the driver layer of the CPU can also be used to implement message type filtering. At this time, the filtering is completed by the CPU, and the requirements of the IED are closely related. The storm suppression is in place. Table III compares current storm suppression technology for smart substation switches [19] . 
a) Broadcast storm suppression:
When the network is flooded with broadcast signals but cannot be cleared in time, the network bandwidth may be contended by these broadcast signals, making it impossible for other data to be properly transmitted and received, which may cause network congestion.
b) Multicast storm suppression:
Sending signals through multicast improves the efficiency of data transmission and reduces the probability of congestion in the backbone network. However, there may be continuous multicasting of malicious software to cause multicast storms. At this time, it needs to be suppressed to prevent network failures.
c) Unknown unicast storm suppression:
When the switch starts up, the MAC address table is empty. At this time, host A sends a frame of data to host B. When the switch receives this frame, it queries the source address (for host A) and adds it to the host. In the MAC address table, the switch may not know which port the host B is (because the MAC address of the host B is not in the MAC address table), and this frame is an unknown unicast frame. The switch floods the frame. At this point, we need to take steps to suppress this phenomenon.
E. Port Mirroring
The problems of port mirroring include overloaded mirror ports, missing data sources, and low traffic on some mirrored ports. The general processing methods include filtering, aggregation, and distribution. Preprocessing is performed between the original data and the back-end analysis device to
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ensure the original data source. Data volume, delivery methods, and data content have been optimized.
F. Multicast (Static Multicast, GMRP, and IGMP Snooping)
Multicast refers to the form of point-to-multipoint connection between the sender and the receiver. Static multicast is implemented through static configuration.
GMRP is a kind of GARP, which usually provides the management function of Layer 2 multicast. It provides a dynamic general framework that enables multicast information in the manner of publishing subscriptions to be queried, registered, and unregistered in Ethernet [20] . The process layer network data filtering technology mainly uses GMRP and VLAN, but these two methods do not conflict. In practice, one or the other may be used as required.
The Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) is a network layer protocol, and the switch belongs to a Layer 2 device. IGMP Snooping is a Layer 2 multicast protocol and is a multicast constraining mechanism that operates on data link layer devices. Manage and control multicast groups to avoid the switch to redundantly forward multicast data to lose bandwidth. The basic idea is to listen to IGMP report and leave messages to maintain Layer 2 multicast tables and manage multicast on all ports of the switch. The group member thus determines the data forwarding of the member object [21] .
G. Precision Clock Synchronization Protocol (PTP)
As a universal time synchronization protocol, PTP calculates the master-slave time offset (Offset) and network delay (Delay) of each clock device in the PTP network system, corrects the deviation and compensates the delay, thereby realizing time synchronization and conforming to the networked distributed system. The demand [22] . End-to-end transparent clock (E2E) and point-to-point transparent clock (P2P) can calculate the delay of PTP packets in the network switching equipment.
H. Ring Protection
The spanning tree protocols generally include a rapid spanning tree protocol (RSTP), a multiple spanning tree protocol (MSTP), and a spanning tree protocol (STP). The literature [23] holds that the main idea of STP is to construct a switching network into a logically tree-like network so as to avoid loops in the network. RSTP improves the convergence speed with respect to STP, and MSTP applies the RSTP algorithm to MST. In Multiple Spanning Tree (Multi Spanning Tree), multiple spanning trees are built for the entire switching network, and multiple VLANs can be associated with one spanning tree so that they are independent of each other and have their own topology. Make VLAN switching networks fast and load balanced.
I. Web\ Command-line Interface\ Teletype Network
CLI (command-line interface), Telnet (teletype network), and Web are three types of network management methods. [24] pointed out that in CLI-based management, a user enters a CLI command and the CLI proxy verifies it, and takes a series of actions based on user input including: access permission control, identity authentication, action execution, CLI command analysis, and validity Sex check, call request to system or protocol module.
The WEB-based management mechanism is very similar to the other two agents. The embedded server in the switch receives and sends data with management information. Although these three management methods have different front ends, the back ends are the same. It can be seen from Figure II that they all issue requests to the protocol modules or systems to perform operations. 
J. Event Record
The event record can provide help for fault analysis and fault prevention. The fault or event occurred while the switch is running is recorded in the log alarm.
K. IEEE802.1x Port Security
Both 802.lx authentication based on the access layer and 802.1x authentication based on the convergence layer are used to ensure port security. [25] proposes to improve the frame structure to solve the man-in-the-middle attacks and DDoS (incompletely solved by the currently designed protocols). Distributed Denial of Service denial of service) attacks and other issues.
L. Simple Network Management Protocol\ Remote Network
Monitoring SNMP is used as a common communication protocol to collect management information from the devices in the network. RMON (Remote Network Monitoring) is one of the widely used network management standards. It is mainly used to monitor a network segment and Data traffic in the entire network adopts RMON technology to maintain network fault and performance management. By setting statistics related to the use of statistics interfaces at the physical layer and setting related limits for alarms, it is possible to solve the limitation that SNMP cannot perform historical analysis of daily traffic. Reference [26] discusses the simulation of a large-scale network device by constructing an SNMP management-based system. The use of this tool requires 10000 network devices on the server, and the emulator can easily implement the MIB data of real devices. The interaction aspects of the network layer communication and the data are 100% emulated and in response to a large-scale request, the efficiency must not be lower than that of a real hardware device. For large networks, the SNMPv1 query mechanism also causes a large number of management messages to occupy too many network resources. RMON is the most important enhancement to SNMP. By extending the basic MIB and management functions, you can monitor the network and reduce management. The traffic between the station and the agent and the data collected through the agent reduce the burden on the management station.
V. CONCLUSION
This article first compares and summarizes the technical specifications and Changes in standards of switches in smart substations and the technical characteristics of each stage. Secondly, the latest performance requirements of the switch are analyzed. Then from the perspective of function realization, we discussed the key technologies that support the development of switches. Switch VLAN auto-configuration, storm suppression, and clock synchronization are hot research points at present. Some research results have been achieved in the field of smart substation switches. However, there are still rigorous details, uncontrolled network risks, less port security research, and automation. Raising such issues can be a follow-up research point. It is believed that with the in-depth development of the future, smart substation network switch technology research will build a more stable and efficient smart grid.
